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Section 2: Procedural control of temporary works
6 Procedures
6.1


Introduction to procedural control

\XX !"
6.1.1.1

When a project has, or might be anticipated to have, the requirement for any temporary works, the
organizations listed in 6.1.1.2 should have and implement a procedure which outlines how that
organization is to discharge its duties in relation to the temporary works. A description of what
temporary works can entail is given in 5.1.1.1.

6.1.1.2

The following organizations should have procedures covering roles, responsibilities and appointments,
all with the intention of removing ambiguity and making the PC’s overall responsibilities clear.
(Domestic clients are a special case and the organizations they employ and their roles and
responsibilities are addressed in 7.4.)
a)

Clients.

b)

Management/cost consultants (this includes architects acting for a client).

c)

Contractors/sub-contractors/specialist contractors (including demolition contractors) all of
which manage their own temporary works. This includes third-party employed contractors, such
as utility providers and their contractors.

d)

Temporary works designers and permanent works designers.

e)

Manufacturers/suppliers.

NOTE

6.1.1.3

Any organization employing another organization to carry out design or construction, in relation
to temporary works, should check that they are competent to do so (see 3.13       
  Z =  
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within each organization are set down in 6.1.4.
NOTE

6.1.1.4

Some organizations have multiple responsibilities, e.g. utility providers, management contractors.

This general recommendation is used in various clauses of the HSE Guidance L153 [4].

Where more than one contractor is present during the construction phase, each contractor should coordinate the planning, management and monitoring of their own work with that of the PC in relation
to their temporary works.
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PDs involved should co-ordinate their activities. Where there is an interface during the construction
phase between two or more sites, the PCs involved should co-ordinate their activities.
NOTE Attention is drawn to Regulation 15 of the CDM Regulations 2015 [1] and paragraph 153 of the HSE
Guidance L153 [4].

6.1.1.6

Where the method of construction of the permanent works differs from that which has been proposed
by the permanent works designer, the temporary works design should include an assessment of the
   ;>  ! *                      
adequacy of strength and/or stability.

6.1.1.7

The PC has an overall duty for the safe execution of all works on site, including temporary works.
Although the PC's duty is retained, the responsibility may be delegated by the PC (or by the actions
of the client or a third party) to one or more sub-contractors or contractors or third-party employed
contractors. The PC should, before appointment or permitting these other organizations to co-ordinate
their own temporary works, carry out a robust and auditable vetting process to check the competence
of these other contractor(s), and then be proactive in monitoring the performance of the contractor(s)
and their compliance with their own procedures.
NOTE The PC’s responsibility for the safe execution of temporary works on site can be dependent upon or affected
by the involvement of other parties, typically clients, designers and project management organizations, which are
not necessarily employed by or responsible to the PC.

6.1.1.8

Where a party/organization undertakes two or more roles (see 6.1.4) the DI should establish and
maintain suitable and separate procedures for each of the roles for which the party or organization is
       

6.1.1.9

During the conceptual or design stage, either the client’s or the PD's procedures should be used, but
once the PC is appointed, the PC's procedures should take precedence over the client's or the PD's.
NOTE Procedural control of temporary works can vary during the life of a project. This can change again during
on-going maintenance of the permanent works during its lifetime and eventual demolition.

6.1.1.10

The organization's procedure should cover the management of the approval (by clients and/or third
parties) of design and design checking processes, and include measures for ensuring that the design
function and the roles of the TWC/TWS, where relevant, are carried out by competent individuals.

6.1.1.11

To understand, control or mitigate the risks, organizations involved in temporary works should
write their own procedures relevant for their type of work, its complexity and the level of operator
performance. Procedures should be regularly reviewed and updated as necessary.

6.1.2
6.1.2.1

Designated individual
All organizations which are party to a contract or otherwise involved in a project which has a
requirement for temporary works are involved in temporary works (see 6.1.1.2) and should appoint
a designated individual (DI). The DI should be either a member of or directly responsible to a member
of the organization's main supervisory board (of directors) and should have both responsibility and
authority for establishing and maintaining a procedure to control those aspects of temporary works
(and associated risks) for which the organizations have responsibility or which they can constrain
   !  U ;>   !   *  U !         
board director.
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The DI should be responsible for ensuring that any organizations that they employ or recommend to
be employed have adequate temporary works procedures if they are designing, carrying out and/or
managing temporary works.

Control of risk
COMMENTARY ON 6.1.3
This clause relates to implementation risk and is not to be confused with the category of design check as
outlined in 13.7   #Table 2, for example, the implementation risk for the same temporary
+ U  +    ;#   #    =  # 
local assets, such as an adjacent railway line, thus justifying different levels of risk, and changing the
 U   X   #+ U    ~  
category of independent design check.

6.1.3.1

The risks associated with temporary works can be considered to arise from their design, their
construction and use, and the consequences of their failure. Risks associated with design relate to the
complexity of the design. Mitigation of design risk is addressed through the selection of the category
of design check (see 13.7). Risks associated with the construction, use and removal of the temporary
works relate to such aspects as workmanship, materials, experience and manner of use. These are
termed execution risks. Risks associated with the consequence of failure of the temporary works come
from the location of the temporary works, and what might be affected by the failure. Execution risk
and consequence of failure risk combine to form an implementation risk.

6.1.3.2

To assess the risks associated with temporary works on a project, each item of temporary works
      ! >!      
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should be “very low”, "low” "medium" or “high” (see Table 1).

6.1.3.3

Each organization should determine the level of control for each risk class of temporary works,
depending on their experience (including that of operatives), competence and the location of the
particular temporary works and the consequence of its failure. The approach to be taken when

  >  !!      !     ! U 
Examples are given in Table 1.

6.1.3.4

Interfaces, in both design and execution, are one of the key areas where problems can occur in
temporary works and should be controlled by all who can affect the interface to ensure the risk to
the temporary works can be managed effectively. The PC’s TWC should be responsible for classifying
temporary works, where there is an interface between contractors. Where there is no interface, the
TWC of the organization carrying out the temporary works should be responsible for classifying the
temporary works.

6.1.3.5

Y      !           ; ! ! *
team or the design team.
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Table 1 — Implementation risk classes for temporary works and examples of mitigation measures
Implementation
risk class

Risk

%&'<*)

Very low

&         N/A
failure.
• No impact if failure occurs.

Low

• Minor structures with high
levels of robustness.
• Very experienced workforce.

Other control
measures
Control via RAMS.
Inspection by site
team, not necessarily
recorded on the
temporary works
register and might not
require a design brief.

Permits can be signed
by a TWC or an
authorized TWS.

Follow company
procedures, including
inspection and test plan
(see Clause 14).

Permits can be signed
by the PC’s TWC or an
authorized TWC.

Follow company
procedures, including
inspection and test plan
(see Clause 14).

Permits signed by PC’s
TWC.

Follow company
procedures, including
inspection and test plan
(see Clause 14).

• Failure is entirely within the
site, of low impact. Inconvenient,
but personal injury unlikely.
Medium

• Conventional structures.
Conventional construction
methods.
• Relatively experienced
workforce.
• Failure would be major,
potentially involving injury,
   U     
loss. Would not initiate secondary
events.

High

• Schemes with dependency
on critical structural details,
with little or no redundancy, or
with stability reliant on critical
elements.
• Schemes with complex
interfaces where various items of
temporary works impact on one
another

PC’s DI to ensure the
scheme is reviewed, e.g.
HAZOP or peer review.

• Inexperienced workforce.
• Unfamiliar processes or
equipment.
• Failure would be catastrophic
in its own right, or if minor might
initiate a secondary or chain
reaction of major or catastrophic
events.
NOTE 1 The TWC's and TWS's scope of work is covered in 11.2.2, 11.3.2 and 12.2 respectively.
NOTE 2 The PC's TWC agrees the signatory for each permit applicable to the item of temporary works.
NOTE 3 It is outside the scope of this British Standard to classify particular temporary works.
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Organization roles and procedures
The procedure for each type of organization and role of DI should be in accordance with the relevant
clause(s) as follows.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Clients (see Clause 7).
•

General (Commercial/public clients) (see 7.1).

•

Appointing contractors other than PC (see 7.2).

•

Client's DI (see 7.3).

•

Domestic clients (see 7.4).

Designers (see Clause 8).
•

Designers’ DI (see 8.2).

•

Permanent works designers (see 8.3).

•

Temporary works designers (see 8.4).

•

Lead designers (in relation to temporary works designs) (see 8.4.2).

•

Principal designers (see 8.5).

Contractors (see Clause 9).
•

Contractors’ DI (see 9.2).

•

Contractors’ responsibilities (see 9.3).

•

Principal contractor (see 9.4).

•

Contractors other than PC (see 9.5).

•

Third-party employed contractor (see 9.6).

Suppliers/manufacturers (see Clause 10).
•

6.2

Suppliers' DI (see 10.2)

Temporary works register
COMMENTARY ON 6.2
Registers are generally available as a company spreadsheet. This allows continuous monitoring and
#     K% ;   # ;     
progress of the temporary works, but it remains the responsibility of the PC’s TWC throughout
the project.
The register is also an aide memoire to assist categorizing, designing and checking all the relevant
temporary works. Correct use of such a register is an important management tool for the site. The
   ;         K
There is no standard format of a register; each organization needs to relate its register to the type of
work carried out and the nomenclature/forms, etc. used in the company procedures. What is important
is how it is used and the way in which it is maintained and kept up to date as the project progresses.

6.2.1

The PC’s TWC should ensure that a temporary works register is prepared and maintained throughout
the project. The register should identify what temporary works are needed on the contract. The
register, often commenced at tender stage in outline, is not expected to identify all the details of all
the temporary works to be required. As the project progresses the register should be maintained as
an “active document” and the PC’s TWC should ensure that it is kept up to date.
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6.2.2

Where a contractor has been appointed to manage their own temporary works the relevant TWC
should also prepare and maintain a local temporary works register. The TWC should provide relevant
information to the PC’s TWC to enable the master temporary works register to be maintained. It
should be provided each time it is updated and at a regular agreed interval. The register should be in
a common format to allow incorporation of the TWC’s data into the PC’s TWC’s master register for
the project.

6.2.3

A temporary works register should include:
a)

reference number and short description;

b)

date design brief issued;

c)

date required;

Z  >      U;>VTable 1);
<    U      # ~ Z
increasing the risk level for a particular section of temporary works.

e)

designer (company and/or individual);

f)

design checker (company and/or individual);

g)

design check category;
<!   U #  #    #~ ^13.7)
or by a minimum category of check for a particular type of temporary works set by the PC or contractor.

6.2.4

h)

date design completed;

i)

date design checked/approved;

j)

erection complete and checked with date of permit to load (bring into use);

k)

date of permit to unload (take out of use) as necessary; and

l)

third-party approvals.

The register is an important management tool, and the company should have a process by which
such registers are regularly audited. The auditing should be carried out by someone familiar with
temporary works.

7 Clients’ procedures


YX !"q{&&!".*(""'|
7.1.1

7.1.2

There are three possible scenarios for client roles.
a)

The client takes on the role of PD, or the client employs the PC to construct the works
(this implies that the PC is paid for all work, however it is procured, and is responsible for the
whole project).

b)

The client appoints a PC but retains the appointment of contractors and suppliers.

c)

The client does not appoint a PC and appoints contractors and suppliers directly, and therefore
the client takes on the role of PC.

All clients initiating construction projects where temporary works are involved should have in place a
  U;>
  !Y
   !       !
in controlling any temporary works.
NOTE A domestic client is not normally expected to carry out the same duties as placed on a commercial
client (see 7.4).
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7.1.3

The client’s procedure should ensure client-appointed contractors are informed that they should
provide their procedure to the PC’s DI for approval before undertaking the management of their
own temporary works and should work to the PC’s procedure in the event that approval is not given.
In addition, the contractor should be informed that the contractor’s TWC should work under the
direction of the PC’s TWC where temporary works’ interfaces have to be managed.

7.1.4

Q!      !  !  !  !    !
development and implementation of a PD’s procedure for temporary works (see 8.5).

7.1.5

Q!      Y!  !  !  !Y
!  *
and implement a PC’s procedure for temporary works (see Clause 9). This should include the
appointment of a PC’s TWC.

7.2

Clients appointing contractors other than PCs

7.2.1

Where the client directly appoints a contractor, other than the PC, where temporary works are
involved in the contract, the contractual obligations and responsibilities should be carefully
considered, detailed and communicated. Although the client is responsible for the contractor, the PC's
DI should have ultimate control of the management of all temporary works on the project, in spite of
the fact that the PC has no contract with the contractor.

7.2.2

The client should take into account at a minimum the following when appointing the
client contractor:

7.3

a)

the contractor’s procedures, competence of contractor, the contractor’s designer and proposals
for design checking, including competence of any checking organization;

b)

acknowledgement that the appointed PC has ultimate decision on design check category,
construction risk category etc.;

c)

the client should not place commercial or contractual constraints on the PC's ultimate
responsibility; and

d)

acceptance that the PC appoints a PC's TWC and that the PC's TWC or PC's TWS (subject to limits
 ! UZ !
  U  

Client's DI

7.3.1

Clients should establish and maintain a procedure to control those aspects of temporary works
V
    >Z;! !!U! *    U     ! 
        !  QV6.1.2).

7.3.2

The client’s DI should establish a procedure detailing how the main items for which the client has
responsibility should be managed. The main items to be addressed are as follows.
a)

The PD and PC and any other organization directly employed by the client should have in place a
temporary works procedure in accordance with the recommendations of this British Standard.

b)

The client's DI should ensure that the PD's and PC's procedure(s) for the control of temporary
works are being implemented.
NOTE 1 Implementation can be checked either by using the client’s own staff during the contract, by using a
       #      K

c)

Any assets belonging to the client or third party that might be affected by any temporary works
!     

d)

Any requirement for review or formal acceptance of the temporary works by the client, including
   !    
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The client should provide all necessary information to enable the PD and/or the PC to design,
construct and remove temporary works and, where necessary, protect any assets which belong
to the client or a third party.
NOTE 2 This information could include site investigation information (including that for the design of
working platforms), computer models (including BIM [building information modelling] and/or design package
input) to allow the temporary works designer to input the new information in relation to the temporary works,
information on the assets which might be affected by the temporary works (drawings, results of any invasive
investigations of the assets and any calculations which might be available).

Z @ U=    <  !   U;>     
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TW proposal, or withholds or delays the release of a hold point.
!Z @ U! 
7.3.3

7.4
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Where the client directly appoints organizations, other than the PD and PC, that are involved
in temporary works, the additional items for which client responsibility should be established
are as follows.
a)

Any organization directly employed by the client should be informed that they should adhere to
the PD's or PC's procedures unless their own procedures are approved by the PD’s DI or PC’s DI,
as appropriate, for use.

b)

The arrangements should include provisions for the organization's management to both liaise
with and be responsible to the PC’s TWC on matters related to their temporary works input
(see 9.5.2).

Domestic clients
COMMENTARY ON 7.4
A domestic client is one for whom construction work is being carried out on their own home, or the
   #       +  Z+     K
A domestic client is not normally expected to carry out the same duties as placed on a commercial client
and hence would not be expected to have a formal temporary works management procedure. The duties
of a domestic client are normally transferred to:
a)

the contractor on a single contractor project; or

b)

the principal contractor on a project involving more than one contractor.

However, the domestic client can choose to have a written agreement with the PD to carry out the
client duties.
7.4.1

Whoever takes on the duties of the client (PD or PC) should have a suitable temporary works
management procedure to suit the complexity of the project. This should incorporate their own
duties as well as the clients’ duties relating to temporary works as outlined in this document.

7.4.2

Householders who carry out work themselves by hiring or obtaining temporary works equipment,
such as scaffolding for access purposes to their home, or a relative’s, are not covered by the CDM
Regulations [1] and the householder should ensure they comply with the manufacturer/supplier’s
recommendations for use of the equipment.

7.4.3

The role of a designer, PD, contractor or PC on a project for a domestic client should be no different to
the role undertaken for a commercial client. The various duty holders should carry out their duties in
proportion to the risks involved in the project.

T#   
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8 Designers’ procedures
COMMENTARY ON CLAUSE 8
     ;           + U   
   #+ U#    U       #
out design; or any combination of the above.
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8.1.1

  ! ! *!=     > > ; 
_  =   U!
design and co-ordination roles and the passing/receiving of information relevant to any temporary
works. Design organizations should verify the competence of both designers and checkers of
temporary works within their organization.

8.1.2

Designers should address the buildability of permanent works, temporary works, their interfaces,
their proposed methods of construction and any related design assumptions.
NOTE 1 This is to identify foreseeable hazards to health or safety associated with their design contribution,
            K[   +      
under the CDM Regulations 2015 [1] and the expectation that they provide and receive relevant information on
temporary works.
NOTE 2 An example of buildability would be consideration of transfer of loads through slabs in multi-storey
construction and use of backpropping.

8.1.3

  !  U!    *   !     >
! ! !
any residual risks. Appropriate and proportionate information about the residual risks should be
provided to those who need it.
NOTE Unnecessary information (risks that a competent contractor could readily identify) can prevent the clear
communication of key messages.

8.1.4

Designers should:
a)

liaise with the PC's TWC, or TWC where appropriate, including agreement of the category of
temporary works design check (see Table 2);

b)

respond promptly and clearly to any reasonable request from the PC's TWC, or TWC where
appropriate, for information or design criteria in respect of temporary works to allow the PC's
TWC to manage and discharge their responsibilities by providing the information to the TWC or
temporary works designer, as appropriate. This allows the co-ordination of all temporary works
by all parties across the site;

c)

clearly communicate the design, in accordance with any agreed format, to the PC's TWC, or TWC
where appropriate. The design output includes the residual risks associated with the design;
any hold points required by the designer, and which criteria allow their release; limitations of
the use of the design and/or an outline methodology on how the temporary works should be
constructed (where this is not obvious to a competent contractor); and data required by other
designers interfacing with this design, for example loads on foundations; and

d)

ensure that any areas of temporary works design responsibility which are excluded for whatever
reason are clearly highlighted and communicated.
NOTE 1 Typical exclusions can include stability of top restrained falsework systems, foundations to support
proprietary falsework equipment, scaffolding or cranes, make-up sections in timber, make-up pieces in access.
NOTE 2 3D and 4D (3D+time) models can be used to communicate the design intent and sequencing to
enable better communication and identify residual risks.
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Designers' DI

8.2.1

Organizations carrying out permanent and/or temporary works designs should have a DI to ensure
that a procedure suitable to their organization is in place and managed.

8.2.2

The designers' DI should establish a procedure describing how the main items for which the designer
has responsibility should be managed. The main recommendations to be addressed, in addition to
those in 8.1, are as follows.

8.3
8.3.1

a)

Procedures should be appropriate to the type and complexity of work, and associated risks,
which the designer is to consider.

b)

Sub-consultants should have adequate procedures for managing the temporary works design.

c)

Any temporary works design commissioned by a PC or other organization should be initiated
with a design brief, from the PC’s TWC or TWC. The designer should prepare a design statement
or approval in principle (AIP) or equivalent where so required.

d)

Any temporary works design checker commissioned by a PC or other organization should be
provided with the design brief, design statement or AIP or equivalent where prepared and the
necessary drawings and other documents [as noted in 8.1.4c) but not calculations] before the
design check is undertaken.

e)

The designer should respond promptly and clearly to any request from the PC or a contractor,
appointed to manage part of the temporary works, for information or design criteria, in respect
of temporary works, to allow the TWD to complete the design and allow the PC or other
contractor to manage and discharge their responsibilities.

f)

The designer should liaise fully and clearly with all parties, initially with the TWC, but this may
be extended to cover other designers and/or design checkers.

Permanent works designers
Permanent works designers should address the buildability of the permanent works and identify,
and make provision for, any temporary works and temporary conditions required by their design and
their assumed method of construction. This should include:
a)

a proposed method and sequence of construction which should have no adverse effects on the
permanent works;

b)

deciding on and communicating the intended construction process, giving particular attention to
new or unfamiliar processes;

c)

considering the stability of existing structures and partially constructed/erected/ demolished
structures and, where this is not immediately obvious, providing information to show how
temporary stability could be achieved;

d)

identifying where standard industry details are not suitable, and where detailed structural
design is to be carried out by others;

e)

considering the effect of the proposed work on the integrity of adjacent/existing structures,
particularly during refurbishment;

f)

ensuring that the overall design takes account of temporary works which might be needed, no
matter who is to develop those works;

Z   !      !   * ! *    U    =  
construct or maintain the structure; and
h)

clearly stating loads for which the structure has been designed including the proposed plant
installation loads and plant routes.
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8.3.2

8.4
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The designer should liaise with the PD to provide all necessary information relevant to any temporary
works or temporary condition(s) to the PC through the PD.

Temporary works designers

_XVX !"
8.4.1.1

X
 XY V U ;>    !>Z !    !  !     
and outline methodologies are accurately translated into the design output, and that the design
follows appropriate engineering principles. This includes any assumed construction methods,
sequences, temporary works requirements, and loads to be either imposed on or supported by the
permanent works.

8.4.1.2

X
XY!  ! !    = U  !        
!>  !   V13.7.5).

8.4.1.3

X!! U   !>    U!   !  !
TWD, in consultation with the TWC, should advise the minimum category of design check (see 13.7).

_XVX !))'-'q"!&.!,48')'-|
8.4.2.1

Where a temporary works scheme involves design contributions from more than one designer, one of
the designers should undertake the role of lead designer, and manage the design interfaces. The name
of the nominated lead designer should be recorded. The lead designer for a temporary works scheme
 !    U!         !          
should be issued (see 13.7.5).

8.4.2.2

The lead designer should ensure that:
a)

there is a distribution of design tasks amongst appropriate designers, especially where the
design of temporary works is an integral part of the permanent works methodology;

b)

the communication of design data between organizations is controlled and any iterations are
completed to the required levels;

c)

design contributions from all designers are compatible with each other;

d)

they have a holistic understanding of the whole design;

e)

the design output is complete and clearly communicated; and

Z !      
with the design.
8.4.2.3

8.5

XY     
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The same approach, as outlined in 8.4.2.1 and 8.4.2.2, should be taken where the check of a temporary
works scheme involves contributions from more than one design checker.

Principal designers
In relation to temporary works, the PD should ensure that:
Z !  !    ! ;! !    >U U
temporary works;
Z !
U     ! = 
the permanent works design;
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c)

designers follow the recommendations of the relevant clauses within this British Standard
(see 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4);

Z !U!     ; !   
!YXY
XY!  !
design of temporary works or the selection of construction methods;

 !

e)

designers take account of the construction phase plan;

f)

they retain appropriate information relating to temporary works that would be required
!! !
 U ! !           ! 
sequence including associated temporary works which might impact on future maintenance or
deconstruction; this information should be obtained from the PC’s TWC; and

g)

they carry out the domestic client’s duties with respect to temporary works, where these have
been transferred to the principal designer (see 7.4).

9 Contractors’ procedures
9.1
9.1.1

Organizational interfaces
The design and construction of permanent works and the attendant temporary works often involves
several organizations, therefore introducing a number of organizational interfaces. Common
arrangements include the following and combinations thereof:
a)

equipment can be hired, with the supplier carrying out the design, or supplying the basic
design data;

b)

equipment can be erected using operatives who are not direct employees of the main
construction organization, e.g. the supplier of the equipment might also erect it; and

c)

use of a design produced by another organization.

9.1.2

When work is being carried out by different organizations, the organizational interfaces can be
manifested on site as physical interfaces between different phases of the scheme, e.g. it is common
for one organization to prepare and provide the foundations upon which another subsequently erects
the main temporary works structure. The physical interface in this example is particularly critical, but
  !!U    
     !  U   
!;>
procedures adopted should take account of these interfaces.

9.1.3

The TWC should manage these interfaces and retain an overview of the whole scheme to ensure each
step of the procedure is completed and does not adversely affect the scheme.

9.1.4

Details of the interfaces should be included in the construction phase plan.

9.1.5

When work is being carried out at a number of small sites, a TWS with an appropriate level of
authority may be appointed for each individual site, under the overall responsibility of a single TWC.

9.1.6

Contractors are appointed by clients, or by other contractors to carry out the works. Where there
is more than one contractor appointed by the client, one contractor should be appointed PC. In all
cases the contracting organization’s procedures should recognize that, whatever the method of
procurement, the PC has ultimate responsibility for the safe execution of all temporary works on site.

9.1.7

The contractor’s procedure should cover the management of any temporary works and include
measures for ensuring that the roles of a TWC and TWS are carried out by competent individuals.

T\#   
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9.1.8

Where contractors are appointed by the client and/or PC, the PC's DI should ensure that contractors’
temporary works procedures are satisfactory. The contractor should supply evidence of how the
procedure has been implemented on previous contracts and which type of temporary works the
contractor has been responsible for.
NOTE

9.1.9

9.2

BS 5975:2019

Attention is drawn to the CDM Regulations 2015 [1] and the HSE Guidance Notes on the Regulations [4].

If the contractors' procedures are deemed not acceptable by the PC's DI, then they should work to the
temporary works procedures of the PC.

Contractors' DI

9.2.1

All contractors involved in temporary works (PCs, sub-contractors and those appointed by clients and
third parties) should appoint a DI (see 6.1.2) to ensure that a procedure suitable to their organization
is used to control those aspects of temporary works (and associated risks) for which the contractor
is responsible. In addition the DI should verify the competence of the individuals to be appointed as
TWC. The DI should ensure the proposed TWC has a full understanding of the procedure and their
      

9.2.2

The PC's DI should have ultimate responsibility for the temporary works procedures on the project
so that, although other contractors are required to appoint their own DIs, any other DIs are aware of
the responsibilities and procedural requirements of their contracts. Where contractors are appointed
either by the PC or by the client or by a third party, the PC's DI should ensure that contractors’
temporary works procedures are satisfactory (see 9.2.6).

9.2.3

The DI should ensure that:
a)

for the type, scale and complexity of work/projects undertaken by the organization, the TW risks
 
        
 *U

b)

there is a clear process for on-site management of the design, design checking, erection, use,
maintenance, monitoring and dismantling of temporary works;

c)

the risks, roles and responsibilities associated with the sub-contracting of any elements of
temporary works are addressed;

d)

a TWC is appointed for each project who is: competent; given clear written authority; technically
responsible to the DI; responsible for the implementation of the organizations procedure; and
!
 ! U  !  U U;>

e)

provision is made for the appointment by the organization of one or more TWSs, where
required; and

Z !XY  *     
9.2.4

 !

Where the PC appoints contractors or they are appointed by the client or third parties, the PC's DI
should ensure that the PC’s procedure includes details of:
a)

when the contractor’s procedure should be provided (generally with any offer to carry out works
on the PC’s site);

b)

how the PC’s DI should check the contractors’ procedure, and associated evidence of
its implementation on previous contracts to verify that it is in accordance with the
recommendations of this British Standard;

c)

how the PC should proceed in the event the contractor’s procedure is found to be
inadequate in any way;

d)

how the PC’s TWC should interact with the TWC of other contractors, including acceptance
    *    !    
   !>! *    
!
       
; !!     
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e)

how the PC's TWC should verify the contractors’ temporary works are being managed and take
account of all operations across the site;

f)

when and how the PC's TWC should check, including checking it does not adversely affect other
temporary works by the PC or other contractor, and accept each design brief submitted by the
contractor, where appropriate; and

g)

when and how the PC's TWC should verify that each temporary works scheme has been designed
and design checked before its implementation.

9.2.5

The PC's DI should be provided with a copy of the contractor’s DI assessment of the organization’s
   !; * !YXY
XY

9.2.6

!YQ!  !  U!   !  U;>
   U
! *  !  *  ;! ! ! ! !  
satisfactorily implemented elsewhere. This should include the appointment of a TWC where relevant,
i.e. the contractor is deemed to have the knowledge, skills, experience and organizational capability to
manage its own temporary works.

9.3
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Responsibilities

XTX !"
9.3.1.1

The contractor's procedure should ensure that responsibilities are properly allocated and
communication arrangements established. The key items are:
Z      !  U 

9.3.1.2

 

b)

all instructions should be clear and complete; and

c)

documented records of responsibilities allocated, instructions given and actions taken should
be maintained.

The main items for which responsibility should be established are as follows:
a)

the appointment of a TWC and, where appropriate, a TWS;

b)

the limits of authority of the TWC, any TWC appointed by contractors other than the PC and
TWS, where appointed, including any authorization to release hold points, such as permits to
load (bring into use) or unload (take out of use) the temporary works;

c)

the preparation of an adequate design brief, including where appropriate the establishing of the
! 
 >     

Z !         >!  ;           >
assessment and where necessary a designer’s construction sequence for the temporary
works scheme;
e)

the independent checking of the design; this should include the design check category
(see 13.7.3);

Z !        !>  !   ;!
appropriate;
g)

obtaining acceptance of the temporary works scheme directly from third parties as required;

!Z !     
i)

; !!X    

the control of erection, safe use, maintenance and dismantling on site;
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9.3.1.3
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j)

the checking of the erected temporary works, and control of their use, maintenance and
dismantling, in stages where necessary, to ensure compliance with the design and any
hold points; and

k)

where necessary, the issue of a formal “permit to load” or permit to proceed.

Those who are allocated responsibilities should have the authority to take and enforce decisions,
including to stop the works.

..&+M%{'>{

9.3.2.1

The PC’s TWC should be appointed by the DI of the PC. The PC’s TWC should be either an employee,
or be an employee of an organization contracted to provide the services of a TWC on behalf of the PC
for all the temporary works on the site/project area. The PC’s TWC can be proposed by a contracts

 
!Q!     ! ! YXY! 
the relevant competence (see 5.2.1), before making the appointment.

9.3.2.2

The PC’s TWC should be competent and have relevant up-to-date training and the necessary
skills, knowledge and experience appropriate to the complexity of the project and anticipated
temporary works.

9.3.2.3

The PC's TWC should be responsible to the PC’s DI for the implementation of the
organization’s procedure.

9.3.2.4

!     ! Y XY !       ;  
 !   U  
Y   !           !   *    !   ! Y Q !
client and the principal designer as a minimum.

9.3.2.5

Where a particularly technically or logistically complex project can be split into more than one well    !  YXY U    !  ~ !
*  YXY! 
responsible for all the temporary works in the area allocated, irrespective of which organization carries
! U;> !   U YXY!        
of these individuals should be appointed as lead PC's TWC to manage the interfaces between the areas.
NOTE On a contract such as a motorway or railway the project could be split into sections, having a PC’s TWC
for each section, provided that the interface is clearly established. It is extremely rare that a building project would
justify more than one PC’s TWC.



XTXT
9.3.3.1

..&+M>{q!..)(,M%{|
Where either the PC has appointed a sub-contractor to manage and/or design temporary works, or
a client has appointed a contractor other than the PC, a TWC should be appointed by the DI of the
organization for whose work the TWC is responsible. The TWC should be either an employee, or be an
employee of an organization contracted to provide the services of a TWC on behalf of the contractor
for all the organization's temporary works on the site/project area. The TWC can be proposed by a
contracts director/manager or senior manager, but the DI, for whom the TWC is employed, should be
    ! ! XY! !*      5.2.1, before making the
appointment.
NOTE Where the appointment of the organization does not involve management or design of the temporary
works, no TWC is required as the PC's TWC is responsible for overall co-ordination.
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9.3.3.2

The TWC should be competent and have both relevant up-to-date training and the necessary skills,
knowledge and experience appropriate to the complexity of the project and anticipated temporary
works. As the TWC is taking on management roles similar to those of the PC’s TWC, the training and
experience should be appropriate.

9.3.3.3

!     ! XY !       ;  
 !   U   !
     !    !   ! Y XY Y   !        
document should be provided to the PC’s DI, the PC’s TWC and the principal designer as a minimum.

9.3.3.4

Figure 3 in 5.1 shows the various lines of responsibilities that can occur when PCs appoint
sub-contractors to manage and/or design and where client-appointed contractors manage
temporary works.

9.3.3.5

It is important that where the appointment gives the TWC the authority to carry out management
tasks, that authority should be included to allow the TWC to stop the work if it is not being carried out
satisfactorily.

XTXV

..&+M>

9.3.4.1

On larger sites or where the site manager or project manager considers it necessary, or where the
PC’s TWC or TWC requests assistance, one or more TWS’s may be appointed. The TWS may also be
appointed by a contractor or sub-contractor, provided the PC's DI has approved their procedure.

9.3.4.2

The TWS should be appointed by the organization for whose work the TWS is responsible (see Figure 2
and Figure 3 in 5.1 for lines of responsibility). The TWS should be an employee of the organization.
Y !         ! *  !YXY; ! U  
of authority noted.

9.3.4.3

The TWS should have relevant up-to-date training and the necessary skills, knowledge and the
experience appropriate to the complexity of the project. The person appointed should be aware of the
limitations of their knowledge and have the language and literacy level to raise any query with more
knowledgeable persons.

9.3.4.4

The TWS can be proposed by a contracts director/manager, PC’s TWC, TWC or senior manager, but the
Q! }   ;!;>!X   !     ! ! 
TWS has the abilities outlined in 9.3.4.3 before approving the appointment.

9.4

Principal contractor

9.4.1

The PC has ultimate responsibility for all work on site, irrespective of how the work is
procured/managed commercially. The PC's recommended lines of responsibilities are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 in 5.1.

9.4.2

The PC’s procedures or others approved by the PC's DI should take precedence during the
construction phase.

9.4.3

!YXY!   !      >     VTable 1). The risks and
mitigation measures should be communicated to temporary works designers and contractors
managing the execution of the works on site.
< ;  U ;             ?[ Q+ 
#          #+ U  K
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9.5
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In the assessment of TWDs or TWDCs (employed directly by the PC or via a contractor), the PC should
check the designer's procedures to ensure that the design is undertaken by competent persons.

Contractors other than PC

XWX !"
9.5.1.1

In addition to the procedural items outlined in 9.1 applicable to all contractors, the contractor should
be aware that the PC checks the capability of any contractor to plan and implement any temporary
works which might be required under their contract.
NOTE

Typical lines of responsibilities are shown in Figure 1 in 5.1.

9.5.1.2

The contractor should ensure that the PC's DI is provided with a copy of their temporary works
procedure, and associated evidence, to verify that it is in accordance with the recommendations of this
British Standard.

9.5.1.3

Where the contractor is appointed to both manage and design the temporary works, in addition to
the recommendations at 9.3.1.2, the organization's procedure should cover the management of any
temporary works design process, and include measures for ensuring the roles of TWD, TWC and TWS
are carried out by competent individuals and how they interact with the PC's TWC.
NOTE Typical lines of responsibilities for sub-contractors managing temporary works are shown in
Figure 3a) in 5.1.

9.5.1.4

A temporary works protocol should be established, at the start of the contract, between the PC's
XY
!XY;! !  !    U ! U !<
ordination and safe execution of the temporary works on the project.
NOTE

The protocol might include who is to review design briefs, permitted signatories, etc.

9.5.1.5

The protocol should include how the interfaces between the contractor's temporary works with other
temporary works and permanent works should be managed in order that none has an adverse effect
on the other.

9.5.1.6

The contractor’s procedure should recognize that the PC has ultimate responsibility for all work on
site, irrespective of how the work is procured/managed commercially.

9.5.1.7

The contractor’s procedure for the management of temporary works should address the type, scale
 _ U  !  ;>  !  !       >       
   
 *U
 V6.1.3).

9.5.2

Contractor(s) appointed by the client

9.5.2.1

The client contractor’s roles and responsibilities are the same as those for the contractor appointed by
the PC and should be in accordance with 9.5.1.1 to 9.5.1.7.

9.5.2.2

The client contractor’s DI should be aware of the responsibilities and procedural requirements of
their contract.
NOTE

Typical lines of responsibilities for a client's contractor are shown in Figure 3b) in 5.1.
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9.5.2.3

The PC’s DI has a responsibility to ensure the client contractor’s procedures are satisfactory (see 9.2.4
and 9.5.1.1).

9.5.2.4

If the client's contractor does not have their own procedures, or they are deemed not acceptable by
the PC's DI, then they should be required to work to the temporary works procedures of the PC.

9.6

Third-party employed contractor
COMMENTARY ON 9.6
There might be occasions when a third-party organization, for example a utility company or
archaeologist, is required to carry out planned work associated with or required by the "works", where a
PC is appointed. They might or might not appoint their own contractor to carry out the works.

9.6.1

The third-party organization should have an appointed DI and an established procedure with lines of
responsibility established.

9.6.2

The third party should take the following points into account.

9.6.3

a)

The procedure should address the role and responsibility of the PC.

b)

The procedure should accept that the PC remains responsible for co-ordination of all temporary
works on the site and the PC should satisfy themselves of the correctness/suitability of the
specialist proposals before permitting the works.

c)

Where the third party appoints a separate TW contractor for their works, they should assess
their procedures, competence of the contractor, the contractor’s designer, and proposals for
design checking including competence.

d)

The third party and any appointed third-party contractors should recognize that the PC retains
ultimate responsibility for all aspects of the temporary works. The third party should provide
    !Y!  U;>   U  U U;>

e)

The procedures should accept that the PC's TWC (subject to limits of authority) might be
  U  
=   

f)

When a third-party contractor supplier is employed for complex or specialist temporary works
the PC may seek advice and/or support from specialists.

For emergency works the third party, or their contractor, should work within an area cordoned
off from the rest of the PC’s area of control to allow them to work without affecting/being affected
by other temporary works. In this case the provisions of 9.6.2 b), d), e) and f) do not apply. Any
temporary works within the third party’s area should otherwise be in accordance with the provisions
of this British Standard.

10 Supplier/manufacturer procedures


X

*.."'+&.!,48'<*.&
When suppliers carry out other services such as design or installation then they should also comply
with the recommendations of 8.4.1 and 9.5.1.

10.2

Suppliers’ DI
Suppliers should appoint a DI responsible for establishing, implementing and maintaining procedures
to manage those aspects of temporary works with which they are involved.
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Suppliers’ procedures
The supplier's procedure should cover:
a)

ensuring their equipment conforms to their published technical data;
NOTE
Where multiple versions of similar equipment are available, the supplier should ensure that each
;  #            KY      = 
;         K

Z !     !  *    
individual and assemblies of proprietary items;



   !      

c)

ensuring that manufactured and repaired items conform to the original design requirements for
the initial and all subsequent production through the application of robust quality control;

d)

material handling and transportation;

e)

maintenance and repair of items that are hired or offered for second-hand sale; and

f)

equipment substitutions when the original component is not available.

XV I!+)'-+&!
! !  U       
 *!   U  U
works components/equipment, including connections. Calculations and any necessary testing should
be carried out to recognized standards. Any testing should be representative of the actual conditions

      *    U   

10.5

Provision of information
The supplier should provide all information necessary for the design, assembly, use, dismantling and
maintenance of components offered for use as temporary works equipment. Performance data issued
U  =     U   ; !!    
The information should relate to the properties of the individual components, their use in expected
 
 U =       
 
!
   *  !    !     ! U! ; 
design(s) or independent checking of the supplier’s design.

10.6

Provision of design data
! !  !*  ! !  
    
  V 10.5).

  U!    U 

NOTE 1 Attention is drawn to section 6 of the Health and Safety at Work, etc. Act 1974 [5] and the duty of suppliers
and importers of equipment to supply relevant and correct performance data.

The design data should include:
Z ! 

 !  

!;!U

    

b)

appropriate dimensions, section and material properties and masses;

c)

structural properties for various conditions of use, such as different extensions and
eccentricities, together with details of any necessary bracing or lacing;

d)

a clear statement on whether capacities are in terms of characteristic strength or maximum safe
working loads;

e)

what factors of safety have been included or assumed;
NOTE 2 For characteristic strength this includes recommended partial material and load factors. For
maximum safe working load this is the global factor on the failure (see also 16.9.4).
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f)

whether the components conform to the requirements of an appropriate British or
European Standard;

g)

details and capacity of connections where loads are received into one or more components,
transferred from one to the other, and transmitted to other supports such as foundations; and

!Z

U       

  

The supplier need not publish test reports or manufacturing drawings but should be prepared to
! !     ; ! !=   
   U   
place if necessary.



XY %?'++&!+M'!+*'+<*.&
! ! * !; 
inspection regimes:

10.8

 U

U  





a)

detailed user guides, in an appropriate format, explaining how the items should be used;

b)

information on transportation and safe handling of temporary works equipment on site,
e.g. lifting points, safe stacking and storage; and

Z

         =     ! 
deterioration over a period of time.

    

Standard solutions
The supplier should provide published technical data in the form of arrangements of their equipment
based on certain conditions of use; these arrangements, known as standard solutions and often
presented in a tabular or readily assimilated format, should relate to the supplier's products only
(see 13.10).

11 Temporary works co-ordinator





X !"
11.1.1

For every site, responsibility for and the scope of the work of all organizations and individuals
involved in any aspect of temporary works should be established. Figure 2 and Figure 3 in 5.1 shows
the various lines of possible responsibilities that commonly occur on sites involving temporary works
where the PC manages and/or designs the works.

11.1.2

The person designated as responsible for the co-ordination of the temporary works should be named
as the temporary works co-ordinator. (See 9.3.2 for recommendations on the appointment of a PC's
TWC and 9.3.3 for recommendations on the appointment of a TWC not by the PC.)

11.1.3

One or more TWS may be appointed to assist the PC’s TWC and/or the TWC (see Clause 12).

X M%{'>{
XX !"
11.2.1.1

For a given site, the PC’s DI should appoint a PC’s TWC who is responsible for the implementation of
their organization’s temporary works procedures and checking that other contractors who are directly
or indirectly in their employ are implementing their procedures.
NOTE

11.2.1.2

This includes contractors directly employed by the client.

!YQ!   !YXY     U     !  XY
and/or TWS employed on the site, using Figure 2 and Figure 3 for guidance.
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11.2.2.1

The PC’s TWC should have overall responsibility for the co-ordination of all temporary works across
the site, whether the temporary works are being implemented by the PC, a sub-contractor or a client’s
appointed contractor.

11.2.2.2

The PC’s TWC should be the single point of contact for providing and receiving relevant information
from the client, principal designer, temporary works designer, the site team and any TWC, where
appointed, for all temporary works matters.

11.2.2.3

The PC’s TWC should be responsible for ensuring that the organization’s agreed procedure for the
control of temporary works is implemented on site. This responsibility includes co-ordinating other
contractors whose procedures might be accepted for use for agreed parts of the work and checking
that those contractors are implementing those procedures.

11.2.2.4

The PC’s TWC should be responsible for providing information to and receiving information from the
TWC of any contractor which has been approved to manage its own temporary works schemes.

11.2.2.5

The PC’s TWC should be responsible to the PC’s DI for ensuring the temporary works design is
    
; !!*       ; 
!    

11.2.2.6

The PC’s TWC should not be responsible for the day-to-day progress of the temporary works or other
project matters (e.g. commercial or programme matters). Where this is not possible, the PC's TWC
should recognize that the role of TWC overrides other responsibilities the individual might have
and should not put progress of the works above the safety of the temporary works. However, it is
recognized that this might not be possible on projects that have few or no engineering staff.

11.2.2.7

If the PC’s TWC has responsibility for both checking the temporary works and progress of the
construction works, decisions should not be compromised by commercial or other pressures. If the
PC’s TWC considers that they are under undue pressure to achieve production at the expense of
structural stability, then they should seek assistance from their DI (see 9.2.3).

11.2.2.8

The PC's TWC should bring matters of concern to the DI that cannot be adequately resolved at site level.

11.2.2.9

! Y XY !    !  =  !> ! *        !  
 U;>! *  * !  ;>! !  !U   
signed by the TWD and TWDC or by a statement that the temporary works design is in accordance with
! X = ! U  U       ! X !  !    U
works have no adverse effects on the permanent works.

11.2.2.10

The PC's TWC should have adequate authority to carry out their tasks including authority to stop the
work if it is not being carried out satisfactorily. The PC’s TWC should be responsible for ensuring the
provision of formal permission to load or progress beyond the hold point. The PC’s TWC should not
 ;>  U  U        !
   !YXY
should ensure that once the temporary works has been checked and passed, it is not altered until the
loading stage has been completed, and the design allows for it to be dismantled or altered.
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The role of the PC’s TWC should not include a responsibility for carrying out any design or design
checking of temporary works.
<  =   ;        Z   Z  U
of any kind, determination of foundation capacity etc.

11.2.2.12



The appointment of a person as PC’s TWC should not preclude them from carrying out design
and/or design checking if they are considered competent and it is within their experience based on
the complexity of the project (see 5.2.1, 8.4.1 and Table 2).

XXT
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The PC’s TWC should:
a)

co-ordinate all temporary works activities;

b)

ensure a temporary works register is established and maintained (see 6.2);

c)

ensure that information relevant to the temporary works has been received from the client,
principal designer and permanent works designer, as appropriate;

d)

ensure that a design brief is prepared (see 13.2) with consultation within the project team and
that it is both adequate and in accordance with the actual situation on site;

e)

ensure that any other temporary works in the vicinity are referenced in the design brief;

Z  !  U   >     !      !    

      U!X     !    
g)

ensure that the design brief is issued to the TWD for a satisfactory temporary works design to be
carried out;

h)

ensure that a design check is carried out by someone who was not involved in the original
design (see 13.7);

Z

;!   !      !   U;>     
available to other interested parties, e.g. the principal designer and/or the designer of the
permanent works, and, where required to the client;

j)

register or record the drawings, calculations and other relevant documents relating to the
   

k)

ensure that the relevant client and/or third-party approvals, required by the contract, have
been received;

l)

ensure that those responsible for on-site supervision receive all the details of the design, any
residual risks, including any limitations and guidance notes associated with it and ensure that a
 !   ;! !    U;>   

m) ensure that an inspection and test plan is prepared, along with an appropriate quality control
check list(s), based on the temporary works design output and is used to verify that the
; !!     
 U;>! *     
n)

ensure that any proposed changes in materials or construction are checked against the original
design and appropriate action taken;

o)

ensure that checks, inspections and tests are made at appropriate stages;

Z

* !    U!     !!  !
envisaged conditions (use or environmental);
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constructed temporary works, prevent loading (or unloading) until the discrepancies have been
  !      

Z      V  Z     
satisfactory, by either the PC’s TWC, TWC or TWS (see 14.2.1);
s)

ensure that during use of the temporary works all appropriate maintenance is carried out;

t)

ensure a permit to unload or proceed (take out of use) the temporary works is issued, when

!    ! !  !     =  !
stability, by either the PC’s TWC, TWC or TWS (see 14.2.2);

u)

ensure that a documented safe system of work is in place and implemented for the dismantling
of any temporary works; and

*Z  !  U*
principal designer.
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11.2.4.1
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In relation to other contractors, the PC’s TWC should:
a)

receive the contractor’s DI’s assessment of the capability of the TWS (and TWC where
appointed), including the individual’s acceptance of the role;

b)

ensure that the TWCs and TWSs are operating in accordance with the approved procedures;

c)

provide copies of all information relevant to the contractor’s temporary works design to the
contractor’s TWC;

Z

 !  ; !  ;>
!!Y!  
establish which design briefs should be provided to the PC’s TWC for approval before issue to the
relevant TWD;

Z  * !*       U!  XY
 !
are no adverse effects on any other works (including temporary works) which might be planned;
Z *     * !      
   !>  
prior to implementation of the contractor’s temporary works; and
g)
11.2.4.2




inspect the contractor’s temporary works, where necessary.

The PC's TWC should ensure that a contractor’s proposals for temporary works do not adversely
affect/are not adversely affected by other construction works including other temporary works.

XT M>{qMM!M%{'>{|
XTX !"
11.3.1.1

Where a client appoints a contractor, or a PC appoints a sub-contractor to manage and possibly also
design the temporary works for which they are contracted, a TWC should be appointed to assist the
YXY !   V11.2.3).

11.3.1.2

!XY!  ; ! !YQ  !YXY     U    
to each contractor’s TWC and/or TWS, which is employed on the site, using Figure 2 and Figure 3 for
guidance (see 5.1).
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11.3.2.1

The TWC should be the single point of contact for providing and receiving relevant information from
the PC’s TWC and the contractor’s site team for their organization's temporary works matters.

11.3.2.2

The TWC should be responsible for the implementation of the contractor’s approved procedure for the
control of temporary works.

11.3.2.3

The role of the TWC should not include a responsibility for carrying out any design or design checking
of temporary works.
<  =   ;        Z   Z  U
of any kind, determination of foundation capacity etc.

11.3.2.4

The appointment of a person as a TWC should not preclude them from carrying out design
and/or design checking if they are considered competent and it is within their experience based on
the complexity of the project (see 5.2.1, 8.4.1 and Table 2).

11.3.2.5

When appointed, the TWC should co-ordinate the contracting organization's temporary works on site,
liaising with the PC's TWC and any PC's TWS (see 11.3.3) including the preparation of design briefs,
provision of information regarding any proposed TW designers and design checkers, inspection of
 U;>  *    U   
   !>  !YXY

checking the erected temporary works on site before loading/unloading.

11.3.2.6

The TWC should be responsible to both their organization’s designated individual, for the
implementation of their organization's procedure, and the PC’s TWC (see 11.2) for ensuring that their
temporary works is managed and designed in accordance with the relevant procedures, drawings and
!    
NOTE



The PC's TWC remains ultimately responsible for the temporary works on the project/site.

11.3.2.7

The TWC should not be responsible for the day-to-day progress of the temporary works or other
project matters (e.g. commercial or programme matters). Where this is not possible, the PC's TWC
should recognize that the role of TWC overrides other responsibilities the individual might have
and should not put progress of the works above the safety of the temporary works. However, it is
recognized that this might not be possible on projects that have few or no engineering staff.

11.3.2.8

If the TWC has responsibility for both checking the temporary works and progress of the construction
works, decisions should not be compromised by commercial or other pressures. If the TWC considers
that they are under undue pressure from site management to achieve production at the expense of
structural stability, then they should seek assistance from the organization’s designated individual
and/or the PC’s TWC.

11.3.2.9

On larger sites the TWC may request that one or more temporary works supervisors (TWSs) be
  * !   U;>VClause 12).

XTXT

*'+M>{
The duties of the TWC should include to:
a)

co-ordinate the temporary works activities of their organization;
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b)

ensure that the PC’s DI has given approval to the contractor to manage and design the temporary
 ! ! }   !   !    
;>

c)

ensure that the PC’s DI has either given approval to the contractor to use their own temporary
works procedure, or ensure that the agreed procedure is in use for their temporary works;

d)

be aware of any limitations on use of their temporary works for which their organization is
responsible;

e)

liaise with the PC’s TWC to ensure that those involved understand the types and limits of permits
and when they have the authority to proceed by releasing the hold points;

f)

be responsible for providing information to and receiving information from the PC’s TWC to
manage the temporary works schemes for which they are responsible;

g)

ensure a temporary works register is established and maintained for the temporary works
involved (see 6.2);

h)

ensure that their register is copied to the PC’s TWC at each major update and to an agreed
regular timescale;

i)

ensure that a design brief is prepared (see 13.2) with consultation within the project team, is
adequate, and is in accordance with the actual situation on site;

j)

where required, provide copies of any design briefs prepared and submit to the PC’s TWC
 *    !   * ! U;>;! !
might be planned;

k)

ensure that all temporary works designers and design checkers are competent and have been
*  U! }   Q U    

Z

 !  U   >     !      !    

      U!   !  ;>     !
design brief;

Z  * !      
   !>        
of the temporary works and, where required, provide evidence to the PC’s TWC that the design
and checking has been carried out;
n)

ensure that the relevant client and/or third-party approvals, required by the contract, have been
received from the PC’s TWC;

o)

ensure that a documented safe system of work is in place and implemented for the erection of
any temporary works;

p)

ensure that an inspection and test plan is prepared, along with an appropriate quality control
check list(s), based on the temporary works design output and is used to verify that the
 U;>! *     
; !!     

q)

ensure that checks, inspections and tests are made at appropriate stages and that the inspection
and test plan (at relevant stages) and check list(s) are signed by the TWC or TWS as appropriate
(see 14.1) and, where required, the PC's TWC;

Z  !  U!     !!  ! *   
conditions (use or environmental) are drawn to the attention of the designer;
s)

issue a notice to prevent loading (or unloading) in the event that any inspections reveal
  ; !  
    U;>  ! 
! *   !     !YXY
XY
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u)

ensure that any agreed changes, or corrections of faults, are correctly carried out on site;

v)

ensure that during use of the temporary works all appropriate monitoring and maintenance is
carried out;

;Z      V  Z  
issued by either the PC's TWC, TWC or TWS (see 14.2.1);
x)

 

!>;! !    U 

ensure that a permit to unload or proceed (take out of use), the temporary works is issued, when
!    ! !  !     =  !

stability, by either the PC's TWC, TWC or TWS (see 14.2.2);

UZ   !  ;     
!*     !
design of their temporary works and, where required, submit to the PC’s TWC;
z)



ensure that a documented safe system of work is in place and implemented for the dismantling
of any temporary works;
Z !  U*
PC’s TWC; and

    !! !

 U  

  !

bb) ensure that any appointed TWS is operating in accordance with the correct approved procedure.

12 Temporary works supervisor


X !"
!X!  ; ! !YQ  !YXY     U    
each contractor’s TWC and/or TWS, which is employed on the site, using Figure 2 and Figure 3 for
guidance (see 5.1).



X "+M>
12.2.1

The TWS, where appointed, should be responsible to the PC’s TWC or TWC as appropriate. The
TWS should assist the PC’s TWC or TWC, as appropriate, in the supervision and checking of the
temporary works.
NOTE The line of responsibility is appropriate to the organization making the appointment and whether the
organization is approved to manage their own temporary works.

12.2.2

A TWS should only be authorized to issue a permit to proceed, e.g. load (bring into use) or unload
!YXY     ! ?
V >Z !Q!  }   
a)

an individual TWS is competent and has been given the appropriate authority in respect of that
individual; and

Z ! >     V6.1.3 and Table 1Z     ;*U;
12.2.3

The role of the TWS is to provide on-site support to the PC’s TWC or TWC for the control of temporary
works; as such the TWS should not be responsible for any design or design checking of temporary
works but should be responsible for the implementation of the PC’s or contractor’s procedure for the
control of temporary works.
<  =   ;             U
of any kind; determination of foundation capacity, etc.

12.2.4

The appointment of a person as TWS should not preclude them from carrying out design or design
checking if they are considered competent (see 5.2.1, 8.4.1 and Table 2).

W#   
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*'+M>
Where appointed, the main activities of the TWS should be to:
a)

liaise and co-operate with the PC’s TWC or TWC where appropriate;

b)

assist the appropriate TWC in ensuring that the site is operating in accordance with the
approved procedures;

c)

check that information relevant to the temporary works has been received prior to
commencement of work on site; this should include any residual risk information from the TWD;

d)

supervise the erection, use, maintenance and dismantling of the temporary works as applicable;

e)

carry out or supervise the required checks at appropriate stages during the construction
erection or installation of the temporary works;

f)

carry out or supervise any planned maintenance of the temporary works;

Z  !  U!     !!  ! *   
conditions (use or environmental) are drawn to the attention of the PC’s TWC or TWC as
appropriate, and the designer if appropriate;
!Z  U!

!> ! U;>

Z

!* !  U   *    ; !  
   
temporary works, issue a notice to prevent loading (or unloading) until the discrepancies have
   !     !YXY
XY

Z

 
!>;! !    U
;!  ! }     
proceed (bring into use) is issued and provide a copy of the permit to the PC’s TWC and/or TWC
(see 14.2.1); and

>Z ;!  !    ! !  !     =  !

stability, and when authorized, ensure a permit to unload (take out of use) the temporary works
is issued and provide a copy of the permit to the PC’s TWC and/or TWC (see 14.2.2).

13 Design of temporary works


TX !"
13.1.1

The design of temporary works should be undertaken with reasonable professional skill and care.

13.1.2

The permanent works designer should have considered the risks involved in the buildability of the
structure. Their overall design should have taken account of the methods of construction and the
space required for any temporary works. The permanent works designer should provide the relevant
      U!      > **      ! U
works designer should take this information into account in the preparation of the design.

13.1.3

If the permanent works designer has any requirements for a particular sequence in which the works
should be built, or for any particular feature (such as stiffness or point of support) in the temporary
works scheme, these should be clearly illustrated or communicated in the permanent works
design output.

13.1.4

Q!XYX; !  !=  ! !XY! 
PWD that the change is acceptable.
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     ! ;>       
so. The designer should justify their requirements by identifying the associated risks and how they
might be mitigated.

Design brief

13.2.1

A design brief should be prepared to serve as the basis for subsequent decisions, design work,
calculations, drawings and design checks. All concerned with the construction should contribute
towards the preparation of the brief.

13.2.2

The brief should include all data relevant to the design of the temporary works including residual
risks introduced by the methodology chosen by the site team or by the PWD. It should be prepared
 U ! ;     =   *         !>
procurement of equipment and construction/erection of the scheme.

13.2.3

The preparation of the brief might involve relatively little work for the smaller scheme, but for major
work such as the construction of a large bridge or deep excavation a large amount of information
 !   !XY!  !    
!  *       
before design work can commence or a programme for the construction of the temporary works can
be drawn up (see Annex G).

13.2.4

The following information should be taken into account for inclusion in the preparation of the brief:
a)

details of the organizations involved in the design of the scheme and their respective
responsibilities, including the name and contact details of the PC’s TWC, the TWC or both as
appropriate;

b)

appropriate details of the permanent works in an agreed format;

Z
d)

  !    !

 ;>

statement of any requirement to design the temporary works in accordance with a particular
standard or guidance document;
NOTE 1 For example, in the case of falsework, whether the design method is to be in accordance with
Section 3 of this British Standard or BS EN 12812.

Z

    

U 



   >   ; !!   !
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f)

programme for the construction of the permanent works;

g)

programme for the various phases of the design, design check, any external approvals,
procurement and erection of the temporary works;

h)

the timing for the removal of the temporary works in relation to the ability of the permanent
works to be self-supporting;

i)

any requirements for access onto, under, or around the permanent works or temporary works;

j)

requirements for access for erection, maintenance, use and dismantling of the temporary works
and for other site activities;

k)

any requirements for public access, for example a requirement to keep a public footpath open;

l)

equipment and materials available for use in the temporary works;

m) proposals for any moving and re-use of temporary works;
n)

environmental information such as the location, altitude and topography of the site, the distance
from the nearest sea, rainfall, water levels and current velocities;

W#   
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site investigation data and reports relating to the areas under and adjacent to the foundations
of the temporary works or proposed excavations; this should include information on all
underground and over-head services;

Z  =     U      !     !;> 
positioning of construction joints, sequence of separate pours, rate of successive pours, timing of
post-tensioning and removal of supports;
q)

any requirements for pre-cambering or residual camber;

r)

loads that might be induced in the temporary works by permanent works that have been
completed, such as the application of staged post-tensioning, load re-distribution and any
*       U     !       
the permanent works as load is progressively increased;

s)

any limitations stated by the PWD on the position and extent of loads imposed by the temporary
works onto elements of the permanent works which have been constructed, such as loads
 U *  <U    ; 

permanent foundations required to support the temporary works;

t)

any limitations on the positioning of loads from temporary works over underground services or
voids, adjacent to excavations or retaining walls forming part of the permanent works;

u)

proposals for the protection of the temporary works, including its foundations, against
disturbance or impact;

v)

limitations imposed by various authorities in relation to working within or adjacent to railways,
highways, water-courses, etc.;

w) any environmental constraints placed on the site by the local authority or other body, for
example a requirement by the local authority to limit noise to certain hours of the day;
_Z

   !  ! 

 !   ! U;>

y)

requirements for design deliverables from the TWD and the format of the design output; and

z)

proposed level of design check category.

NOTE 2 The information required might need to be obtained from various sources, and might include data from
earlier site operations or details of existing structures. Certain information might be of direct relevance to both the
permanent works designer and the temporary works designer, such as site investigation information or where the
temporary works affect or take support from the permanent works.

13.2.5

The TWD should be provided with a design brief, irrespective of whether they are from the
construction organization or not.
NOTE Some of the required information might only be available from other designers. Attention is drawn to the
responsibility of designers under the CDM Regulations 2015 [1] to co-operate with the PD and any other designer.

13.3

Design guidance

13.3.1

Those responsible for the design of a temporary works scheme should base their design on the
previously agreed design brief (see 13.2).

13.3.2

If the designer is not able to fully accommodate the requirements of the design brief, then any
     !   ; !    !YXYXY    
  !!      
!       

13.3.3

The TWD should choose the appropriate design standards and other technical guidance.
< "      #     Z"#U  # 
other equivalent codes providing equivalent (or better) factors of safety.
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13.3.4

The TWD should identify, from the design brief and associated information, the various loads that act
on the temporary works together with the combinations in which they are considered and with what
stiffness the temporary works should resist them.

13.3.5

Temporary works should be designed in accordance with recognized engineering principles (see
Section 3 or other recognized guidance). The design should take into account the variability of
materials, workmanship, site conditions and construction (erection) tolerances.

13.3.6

All temporary works should be designed using global or partial factors appropriate to the situation,
taking material quality, certainty of loading and standard of execution of the temporary works
into account.
NOTE 1 Issues that can affect material quality are use of second hand material and repeated use of components.
NOTE 2 PAS 8812 gives further advice on the application of European standards to the design of temporary works.

13.3.7

For permissible stress design the global factors incorporated into the allowable working loads given
in Section 3 should be used for general falsework and other temporary work design.

13.3.8

For limit state design of temporary works the loads should be in accordance with BS EN 1991-1-6 and
other relevant codes and industry best practice guidance.
NOTE 1 BS EN 1991-1-6 states that the supported loads are to be treated as variable actions (imposed loads) and
not as permanent actions (dead loads). In some situations geotechnical loads may be considered as permanent
actions instead of variable actions.
NOTE 2 The loads given in Section 3 are suitable as unfactored service loads for limit state design.

13.3.9

For the design of steel or aluminium elements of temporary works, the partial factor for material at
ultimate limit state should be a minimum of 1.1. Where temporary works are designed, manufactured
and assembled for a single use using similar details and execution standards as adopted for
permanent works then the designer may justify the use of a lower partial material factor.
NOTE The increased partial material factor for temporary works applications is used to take into account reuse
of equipment, increased tolerances, reduced stiffness at joints, reduced residual stiffness and reduced redundancy
compared with permanent works.

13.3.10

For each temporary works design, the designer should take into account:
a)

the structural strength and stiffness of the individual members and their connections to transmit
the applied forces safely including any p-delta or feedback effects;

b)

the lateral stability of both individual members and the structure as a whole;

c)

the resistance to overturning or rotational failure of the temporary works structure;

d)

positional stability; and

e)

the effects on the permanent works and its surroundings.

< "   ;   Z #    #  +  
phases of construction and the varying stability and restraint conditions applied, including the particular case
where falsework is designed as top-restrained.
<!  ;   #         K

13.3.11

Software should be used with caution to ensure all appropriate checks are carried out.

13.3.12

Temporary works systems should be designed with regard to ease and safety of erection and
dismantling. TWDs and suppliers should provide guidance on the implementation of their design.

13.3.13

Detailing of the temporary works structure should be such that any local failure within it does not
lead to the progressive collapse of the whole.

WV#   
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Choice of temporary works
It should be decided whether it is appropriate to have a bespoke design or, alternatively, to proceed
on the basis of a standard solution. A standard solution comprises a suitable arrangement for
which the basic design work has already been carried out and presented in a tabular or other easily
assimilated form, and for which no further structural calculations are necessary. When selecting a

   !   > !
! !  ! !U 

and take full account of the limitations of these designs so that they are used only in appropriate
circumstances (see 13.10).
<         #;   #   
particular experience of the supervisory and construction workforce.

13.4.2

Q      
    !      ! !   
should be produced in accordance with the recommendations of relevant codes and should also
be accompanied by information covering layout, loading, limitations, tolerances, lateral restraint
requirements etc. (see 13.10 
  Z

13.4.3

Those who select a particular standard solution should be aware that they have responsibilities and
duties as a designer (see 8.1, 8.4.1 and 13.10).

13.5
13.5.1

Selection of materials and components
The properties of the materials and the components that are proposed to be used should be
   X!    !  U=  !   !   }!
equipment in accordance with the current recommendations of the supplier of the equipment being
     !  >  ! !      U   
they might be either in safe working loads or in characteristic strength. Where it is proposed to use
!=          U   U!  !   ! 
!     *  ! ! 
NOTE 1 Where a characteristic strength (see 3.10) is stated, an appropriate material factor has to be used
together with an appropriate load factor to determine the component’s safe working load. The characteristic
strength is used in limit state design.
NOTE 2 Attention is drawn to the Health and Safety at Work, etc. Act 1974 [5], under which suppliers and
importers of equipment have a duty to supply relevant and correct performance data. Performance data issued by a
  ~  #   +     K

13.5.2

Where performance information is not readily available, or as an alternative means of obtaining the
required data, the user should assess the capability of the material, equipment or component to resist
the loading conditions using fundamental engineering principles and, where appropriate, arrange
for testing.

13.5.3

X!    =  _ ;         
   U! !  U
  ; !!   
     ! * 

13.5.4

X!!          !     !XY! 
*  ; !
 !      ! U
 *       ! 
water level.

13.6
13.6.1

Design output
   
      ! *  U!X ! ! U
works scheme can be checked and implemented correctly.
NOTE This might include drawings, equipment user guides, erection tolerances, outline method statements and
residual risks.
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The designer should consider the format of the design output, including the language, the units
V   ! ZU !  U  ;  UJQ#   ; !
particular regard to the accessibility of the format for the end user(s). The design output should also
 !=  
  V          U
or soil type), positions of components, the details of connections to other components, limitations for
loading and sequence of operations and anything else considered necessary.
NOTE 1 The designer’s calculations do not form part of the design output.
NOTE 2 Attention is drawn to the CDM Regulations 2015 [1], which require that any designer provides adequate
information about any residual risk associated with the design. There is also a requirement to co-ordinate the work
with that of others in order to improve the way in which risks are managed and controlled. This might include the
use of suggested construction sequences.

13.6.3

For complex schemes the temporary works designer should brief the site team on the key elements
! }        !   

13.6.4

Any British Standards or other design guidance, or software, used in the design should be
summarized separately from the design calculations in order that it can be available to the TWDC.
For complex schemes the information may be presented in the form of a “design statement” which
may also include: an idealized structure, method(s) of analysis, and the version of computer software,
if any, used.

13.7

Design check

13.7.1

Prior to the commencement of the construction work, the proposed temporary works design should
be checked for concept, adequacy, correctness and compliance with the requirements of the design
brief. This check should be carried out by a competent person or persons, independent from those
responsible for the design. The ability of the TWDC and their remoteness or independence from the
TWD should be greater where new ideas are incorporated or the temporary works are complex.

13.7.2

When the design has been completed, or is advanced to an appropriate stage, the design brief should
be provided to the organization/individual who is to carry out the design check, together with the
*        ; 
    
       !    U
for stating the independence of the design check category should be established at an early stage as
it can affect the level and quantity of design output. It should require input/advice from the designer.
The check category is unlikely to be known at the time of writing the original register, but should be
included when determined.

13.7.3

Design checks should be undertaken in accordance with one of the categories given in Table 2.
NOTE 1 The categories relate to the level of independence of the design check and are not related to the
     U   +     6.1.3 and listed in Table 1.
<! %  U  #+ U    ;# +Z +Z   K    
establish the management level required, not the design check category.

Z Y U!!>!   *    ! !       !
limits and conditions. The independence of the check is established by the person selecting the
standard solution obtaining approval from a second competent member of either the site or
design team. The degree of formality would be determined by the organization.
Z Y U!!>!   *    !! !     ! 
conditions and that relevant technical information has been interpreted correctly. Approval
from a competent member of the design team is required. The degree of formality would be
determined by the organization.

W\#   
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For Category 2 and Category 3, the checker should carry out the check without reference to the
designer’s calculations using only the design brief, including its associated information, and the
design output.

Table 2 — Categories of design check in temporary works

13.7.4

Category

Scope

Comment

Independence of
checker

0

Restricted to standard
solutions only, to ensure
the site conditions do not
  ; !!
limitations of the chosen
standard solution. These
may include standard
trench boxes.

This applies to the use of
standard solutions and not
the original design, which
requires both structural
calculation and checking
to Category 1, 2 or 3, as
appropriate.

Because this is a site
issue, the check may be
carried out by another
member of the site or
design team.

1

For simple designs. These
may include: formwork;
falsework; needling and
propping to brickwork
openings in single storey
construction.

Such designs would be
undertaken using simple
methods of analysis and
be in accordance with
the relevant standards,
supplier’s technical
literature or other
reference publications.

The check may be carried
out by another member
of the design team.

2

On more complex or
involved designs. Designs
for excavations including
excavation support
using sheet piles, for
foundations, for structural
steelwork connections,
for reinforced concrete.
Designs where stability is
obtained by restraint at
the top of the temporary
works (e.g. top restrained
falsework).

Category 2 checks would
include designs where a
considerable degree of
interpretation of loading
or soils’ information is
required before the design
of the foundation or
excavation support or slope
is carried out.

The check should
be carried out by an
individual not involved
in the design and
not consulted by the
designer.

3

For complex or innovative
designs, which result
in complex sequences
of moving and/or
construction of either
the temporary works
or permanent works. It
also includes basement
excavations and tunnels.

These designs include
unusual designs or where
     
standards, novel methods
of analysis or considerable
exercise of engineering
judgment are involved.

The check should be
carried out by another
organization and should
include an overall check
to assure co-ordination of
the whole design.

Where different organizations, or individuals, have prepared different parts of a design, the category
of design check should be appropriate to the part of the design being checked. (See also 8.4.2 for the
role of the lead designer.)
NOTE For example if a proprietary supplier is carrying out a falsework design for their equipment, and stability
 #  =   + U^ KK   _ZU + U+  
be Category 1 but the check that the structure is able to resist the applied horizontal load might be Category 2.
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Category 3 checks and, depending on the organization's procedures, might also be required for
Y U!>!  !  ! !    !=  
of the design brief, state the standards/technical literature used and list the constraints or

     !  !  ! U!>
   U!
 ; >!    
 U! U!   !   
 ! 
signed by the designer and design checker. The package of information issued to the TWC should
 !   
NOTE 1 Neither the designer's nor the design checker's calculations form part of the design compliance items listed
      K
NOTE 2 Table 2 can be developed by each organization's procedures to suit their particular range and scope of
work and the examples given under scope are indicative.
<$ "    ^ #&_  Z     +      #
developed (see 13.7.1).
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13.8.1

Q    !>!   !>! ; !!   !   !>  
  !U U    ! !        U     ;
the temporary works to be constructed without the site team having to develop it further. In addition
!   !>!     ! !      
; !!=  
of the design brief and has been produced in accordance with recognized engineering principles,
relevant British Standards and other appropriate specialist guidance.

13.8.2

The design checker should identify areas in the design output where their calculations indicate an
element (including connections) might be overstressed or exceed the allowable load in a proprietary
member. The design checker should identify also any area where further or additional detail
is required.

13.8.3

For Category 0 or Category 1 design checks queries should be raised directly with the designer and
Y U   
* !             Y U$
checks a more formal process should be adopted.

13.8.4

For a Category 2 design check a schedule of queries should be prepared and issued directly to
the designer with a copy of the query schedule issued to the TWC and copied to the PC’s TWC as
appropriate. The schedule should not contain references to calculations, but could indicate levels of
stress in members or forces or ground pressures. The designer should respond to the queries and
provide additional and/or revised details where necessary.

13.8.5

For Category 3 designs and design checks the design parameters (loads, idealized structures, soil
  
   
 
Z!       @Q     
(design statement) prepared by the designer and agreed by the client’s technical advisor before
commencement of the design. In the event that the client does not appoint a technical advisor, the PD
should agree the AIP (design statement). The design statement should form the basis for the design
and checking and should assist in the resolution of queries.
NOTE

13.8.6

This procedure is generally in accordance with the requirements of Highways England’s BD2 [6].

For a Category 3 design check a schedule of queries should be prepared and copied to the PC's
TWC, via the TWC as appropriate. It should then be issued to the designer. The schedule should
not contain references to calculations, but could indicate levels of stress in members or forces or
ground pressures. The designer should respond to the queries revising the design output where
appropriate and copy the schedule with the responses to the PC's TWC, or TWC as appropriate, and
ensure it is issued to the design checker. The design checker should review the schedule and annotate

W_#   
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it to accept or reject the designer's response. When there is an impasse over particular queries
!YXY     ; !!  !  ;!!!   
   
checker should discuss the outstanding query(ies) and how these discussions should be recorded.
!   !>!   = ! * * 
!   !  
!*       ! !   
   !>      U!
design checker.

13.9

Alterations

13.9.1

Changes in the requirements of the design brief should be recorded in writing, with reference to the
original design brief, and issued to the designer. The designer should check the proposals against the
     
  !=  !     !   
  ; 
(see also 20.2ZQ!     ! !   !   !  !
acceptability of the proposals to the appropriate TWC.

13.9.2

Any alterations to the temporary works, proposed by the site team, should be referred to the
PC's TWC or TWC as appropriate, who should contact the TWD for incorporation of the change
into the design.

13.9.3

X!!     ! !        !    !  
!   !>@ U*        !>     !   ;! 
considered appropriate by the PC's TWC or TWC as appropriate.

13.10

Standard solutions

13.10.1

An organization might publish technical data in the form of arrangements of temporary works
of their equipment based on certain conditions of use; these arrangements, known as standard
solutions and often presented in a tabular or readily assimilated format, should relate to the
organization's products only. The organization should carry out the structural design calculations and
* U!   ; !   !>  
NOTE Provided the equipment is erected, used and operated within the limitations placed in the standard
solution, a TWC does not need to further verify the actual design calculations of the standard solution (see design
checks at 13.7 and Table 2).

13.10.2

For each standard solution the organization should identify the limitations of their use and of their
design responsibility.
<  =Z       #  #       
foundations, or the method by which top restraint is obtained for lateral stability. Equally it might not
include design of any face contact material, although the standard solution might assume a certain grade of
material is used.

13.10.3

Users of standard solutions should ensure that the:
Z    ! !=      ; !   
b)

concept is acceptable for the location;

Z 

  

       ; ! !    

<   #   ;        ^  
  +;_    ~ 

d)

assembly is erected to the expected tolerances;

e)

solution is within the experience of the workforce and its supervision;

f)

equipment is not damaged and does not show signs of excessive wear;

g)

method of loading the system is as stated in the standard solution;
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h)

ancillary items, or additional temporary works (such as foundations), by others have been
designed and supplied as required; and

i)

arrangement, prior to use, has been separately checked for compliance with the guidance
provided by the supplier or organization responsible for the standard solution.

14 Site considerations


VX {`)!;'*.?'!)M8-+48'
14.1.1

Work on site should be the subject of careful direction, supervision and inspection and checks to
; !!   
  
 ! ! U;>    U  
materials and equipment, and that only when all checks have proved satisfactory is the works loaded,
used, maintained, unloaded and then dismantled in accordance with an implementation plan.

14.1.2

The PC's TWC or TWC should ensure that a temporary works implementation plan is in place
covering the erection/assembly, use, unloading and dismantling of the temporary works including
;!    !>!   
     =  ! !   

!    ;! ! =    !V
Z! U;>
<         ZU   UZ  
 ^%]_ZU      ^ =Z~ #  U _K
<!           Z++ U     
testing to take place. A permit is used to release the hold point and allow work to continue.

14.1.3

The implementation plan should be developed taking into account the site conditions, programme,

      
!   !  
!  ;     
methodology supplied by the designer.

14.1.4

! !   !   ;! !!! !>   U
;!
is authorized to do so, including issuing permits to load or unload (release the hold point), signing
of quality control check lists etc. by the PC's TWC, the TWC or the TWS, and how the results of these
inspections should be communicated and acted upon. If the implementation plan has been produced
by others it should be approved by the PC's TWC or TWC.
< ["Q#         + U      ; 
appointment.

14.1.5

The PC's TWC or TWC should ensure that the guidance on the implementation of the design provided
by the designer or supplier, including any residual risks [see 8.1.4c) and 13.6], are incorporated into
the implementation plan. The design residual risks should be addressed in the method statement.

14.1.6

The design documentation and method statement should be followed but those responsible for work
on site should bear in mind the need to compare conditions experienced on site during construction
with those assumed by the design in order that appropriate action can be taken if it becomes
apparent that they are different.

14.1.7

At all stages during fabrication/pre-fabrication, construction/erection, use and dismantling of the
temporary works, the information being used should be checked to ensure that it is correct, and that
!;>      
; !!     V  ; >!Z
    
to ensure that the completed structure will function as intended. This is necessary, not only to ensure
that the temporary works are safe to use, but also to facilitate remedial work should this prove
 U      !  
NOTE

\#   

Details of checking procedures for falsework are given in 20.4.
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    U;> *  
   !    * U
that it has been constructed in accordance with the requirements of the design and any subsequent
*     !!   !; ! U=  
improvement, should be recorded by the appropriate person as allowed by the implementation plan.
For complex or innovative designs consideration should be given to an inspection by the TWD.
NOTE
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It might be necessary to carry out inspections of the temporary works at points during assembly/erection.

VX !)-!)*"!)-&.!,48'
VXX !)-q(--*'|
14.2.1.1

As a means of exercising control over bringing the temporary works into use a formal procedure for
giving permission to load, or proceed to the next stage in the implementation sequence should be part
of the implementation plan.
NOTE In simple cases a single “permit to load”, when the temporary works has been checked, might be
appropriate. In complex or larger cases, permits might be required at different stages, both as regards loading or for
different areas or for excavation. It is normally desirable to limit the period of validity of the permit, as subsequent
      ^ +       _#UZ =Z
a permit to load for a falsework is normally valid for 24 hours. The area over which loading can take place, and to
what extent, is set down in the permit, e.g. it might be “reinforcement only”.

14.2.1.2

!YXY  ! } XY ! } X      !      ! 
ensure that a permit to load or proceed (bring into use) is issued to the site team prior to its use [as
stated in 11.2.3r), 11.3.3w) and 12.3j)].

14.2.1.3

! 

V Z    !!  ! 

! ?

Z ! U;>! *     
; !!     V   

  !>  ! *   
!  ; 
      ! 
   !  Z
Z
c)

14.2.2

U

   ! U;>! *  * U!   

the water, ground and environmental conditions and use are as envisaged by the design.

Unloading (taking out of use)

14.2.2.1

Where the temporary works is used to provide support to the permanent works until it is self !YXYXYX      !      !   
that the permanent works have attained adequate strength and/or stability, with reference to the
X         ; !!X   U   !   
unload or proceed (take out of use) is issued, as stated in 11.2.3t). A TWC or TWS may issue the permit
    
 ;>  ! }  U!YXY !     
plan [see 11.3.3x) and 12.3k)]; for example they might need to verify concrete strength or that all
structural steelwork elements and connections are completed or that any post-tensioning has been
carried out prior to issuing the permit.

14.2.2.2

!= 
 *  U;>;!   !     !   

     !        ! =  !       !
permit to unload or permit to proceed.
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14.2.2.3

The sequence and order of removing temporary works supports can be critical to avoid damage to
the permanent works under construction. Generally the supports to spanning members should be
removed starting mid-span, and for cantilever sections, should be removed starting at the tip. The
PC’s TWC, or TWC where appointed, should refer to the permanent works and/or temporary works
designer if in any doubt about the sequence.

14.2.2.4

The sequence and level of props removed during backpropping operations (see 19.3.4) is particularly
important to avoid overloading of the completed slabs. The sequence should be agreed by the PC's
TWC or the TWC with the permanent works designer and be included in the implementation plan
(see also 14.1).

14.3

Dismantling
When the structure being supported by the temporary works has become self-supporting, or the
_ *   !   >  !   ! U;>!    
(removed) in accordance with any restrictions imposed by the permanent works designer as set out
in the implementation plan. As at the loading stage, a permit to dismantle the temporary works might
be appropriate, particularly where this takes place in stages. Care should be taken to ensure that the
temporary works remains stable during all stages of the dismantling process.

\#   





       

